
Only Reward
Delivers the most complete line of ICF building

materials – and construction building code approvals.

These products are covered by U.S. Patent #6,820,384.
Those items not covered by this patent are patent-pending.

Easy
Universal forms with
no top or bottom,
no right or wrong
side and no left or
right corner make
stacking easy with
Reward ICFs.

Fast
It’s a snap to place
horizontal rebar. With the
loose fit 2-deep design, no
need to tie the rebar.

Strong
8 full length ties placed 6" on center
plus several inches of foam on each
side provide unmatched strength
during concrete pours.

Straightforward
1-1/4" furring strips,
recessed 1/2" and 6" on
center allow for easy
attachment of drywall and
exterior finishes. Exterior
foam provides easy
placement of electrical
wiring and plumbing.

Solid
Achieving a straight and square
insulated steel-reinforced structural wall is
easy with Reward’s patented designs.

Versatile
Reward’s distinct product line allows a choice of foam and
concrete thickness suitable for any job you may confront.
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Ask About Our Other Exclusive Product Lines:
tieKey® ICF Industry’s only cast-in-place, adjustable
masonry tie anchor

xLerator® Patented drop 'n go ledge reinforcement piece

NoricF4™ Integrated 2-in-1 fully customizable steel
ICF frames

Universal 90° Corner
There are no left or right corners; only one corner,
designed to work as both left and right.

Double Bridging
This design provides superior support during concrete
pours, virtually eliminating the possibility of blowouts.

Full Height Fastening Strips
Full height continuous furring on the
corner’s edge for easy attachment of
finishes.

H-Bracket Design
Unique H-bracket gives a horizontal
connector for more fastening points and
increased strength. Ties are double
stacked allowing for block to be cut in
half and reused.

Strongest ICF Corner
On The Market

Choose
Reward ICFs.

Choose
Sustainability.

Superior Benefits, Proven Results



Take A Look
With more than 20 years of experience in Insulating
Concrete Form (ICF) construction, Reward Wall Systems
wants to share the products and support needed to make
your project a success.

Take a look and you’ll see:

Multiple Product Lines – With a range of foam widths
and concrete thicknesses, Reward gives you the perfect
form for any project.

Five Steps In One – A more effective method of
construction allows smaller crews to not only assemble a
steel-reinforced concrete wall but also install insulation,
an air barrier, a retarder barrier and furring for interior
and exterior finishes all in one step.

Designed With Installation In Mind – The universal,
reversible design of Reward ICFs makes stacking quick
and easy. Forms manufactured with ties six inches on
center, and a corner form with a double bridging H-
bracket, provide stronger performance during concrete
placement.

Beyond The Block
Working with Reward doesn’t mean a one time exchange
and then using ICFs on your own. Instead, work with some
of the most experienced ICF professionals in the industry to
determine the best way to proceed with your specific
project.

With Reward, you’ll have access to:

• An engineer who can help you with wall reinforcement,
moisture concerns and building code compliance.

• An on-site specialist who can teach installation
techniques and answer questions throughout the
construction process.

• A listening ear to hear what you need and innovative
minds to deliver the solutions you need.

• A customer service specialist who will listen to your
needs and keep you up to date on the current status of
your order including how long before it gets to you.

Give Us A Call
At Reward, we want to give you the kind of ICF building you
think you’re going to get but might not achieve. That is, unless
you think comprehensively about the role, function and
interaction of ICFs with the rest of the structure you’re going
to build. So give us a call. We’re here to help.

1-800-468-6344
Learn FromWhereWe’ve Been
In The City – Projects ranging from office buildings to hotels
and retail stores have seen the work of Reward ICFs and felt
the speed of completing the project.

At The Movies – Expertise in quick installation and enormous
structures, Reward knows soundproofing and how to
enhance a sound system.

In The Suburbs – Creating a solid home is our pride and joy.
Reward cares about the comfort and health of families
looking for the perfect custom or multi-family home.

Pass On The Benefits
Choosing Reward Wall Systems means a complete building
enclosure solution for your customer’s needs.

Energy Savings – Super-insulated walls ensure even
temperatures year-round, saving as much as 50-80% on
heating and cooling costs.

Safety – Reward walls are up to the challenges nature can
supply. Able to withstand winds of up to 200 mph and resist
fire for up to 4 hours, Reward ICFs protect the people inside
and exceed customer expectations.

Comfort – With solid concrete walls, dust, mold, allergens,
moisture and noises stay outside, giving occupants a healthy
and peaceful environment.


